Anti-ISIS Coalition

Kurdistan Regional

Iranian proxy militia and
al-Muhammadawi or “Abu Fadak,” as Popular Mobilization Commission Chief of Staff due to his strong
militias previously objected to the appointment of Iranian proxy Kata’ib Hezbollah /figure Abdul-Aziz
southeast of Baghdad on April 18 and three Katyusha rockets targeting Zubair oil /field in the
launched two rockets at the East Baghdad Oil Field in the Nahrawan area, approximately 30 km
Qar Oil Re/finery, approximately 10 km south of Nasiriyah. Unidenti/fied militants previously
Law Coalition told Iraqi news outlet Shafaa on April 23 that Kadhimi threatened to withdraw his nomination
ministers reportedly discussed at the meeting to all major Iraqi outlets. An anonymous source from the State of
Ammar al-Hakim did not attend the meeting. Shortly after the meeting, an anonymous source leaked a list of the
talk about the availability of food and
Iraqi authorities to stop these imports.

Bloc Led by Influential Sunni Political Figure

Iraqi Security Forces

Iraq Situation Report: April 22-28, 2020

April 22: Unidentified Militants Target Dhi Qar Oil Refinery with Mortar in Third April

April 22: Unidentified militia fired one mortar shell that landed near Da’r Al-Haider Oil Refinery, approximately 10 km south of Nasiriyah. Unidentified militiants previously launched two rockets at the East Baghdad Oil Field in the Nahrawan area, approximately 30 km
southeast of Baghdad on April 18 and three Katyusha rockets targeting Zubair oil field in the al-Burjaiya area of Basra on April 9. No group claimed the attacks.

April 22: Iraqi Continues to Allow Imports from Iran Despite Border Closure.

Anonymous residents of Basra Province told Mideast Eye in an interview to Kurdish media outlet Rudaw in which he said that while the MoI was exploring ways to diversify Iraq’s energy reliance and was considering Turkish imports, it would be impossible to create a new energy plan without a fully empowered Iraqi government to release funds and approve projects.
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